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EXOTIC DANCES

INTRODUCTION AND NOTES ON THE RECORDINGS BY LA MÉRÍ (SCHOOL OF NATYA, ETHNOLOGICAL DANCE CENTER)

The ethnologic dance is one of the shortest and pleasantest of ways to become acquainted with an alien people. For the dance, more than any other art form is a direct and sincere expression of the race which gave it birth. Less influenced by foreign arts than literature, painting or even music, it is a clear road to ethnologic history. The art movements are a sublimation of the natural movements, and the interpreter of the ethnologic dance need study the skeletal formation, the social customs, the everyday clothes of the folk to interpret the exotic dance. The emotions of mankind are pretty much the same everywhere -- self-preservation, the pursuit of happiness, the search for God. It is only the manner of expressing these emotions which change from people to people. Burma speaks to her 37 Nats with movements formed by the tight lungie and her own happy smile. India worships heroic gods with austere movements, the daily sari heavy with gold, and draped to suit the dance; the lovely decorative anklets metamorphosed into the singing bells of the Devadasi.
The Polynesian peoples decorate themselves for the dance with the beauties of nature's own dividing; flowers, shells and feathers; and their easy-going and highly communal life is reflected in their smiling faces and group choreography.

The Spanish dance is an open expression of the race psychology, whether it be flamenco, folk or classical. The flamenco -- of oriental origin -- stamps sadistic heels and with boiling, inturned emotionalism defies an unfriendly world with his pride. The folk, people of the friendly soil, spring from the earth with agile feet; and the classic dancer mirrors all the dark pomp of regal Iberia.

The Latin-American partakes of three races -- the Indian, the Spaniard and the Negro. It is easy to trace through the dance the racial roots in each of the many countries which make up the vast southern continent and the great isthmus of Central America.

This is the study of ethnologic dance: a study dealing deeply with the humanities; a study which brings sympathy and understanding in a fast shrinking world; and one which offers a not-insignificant quota toward international fellowship.

This is my approach. The ethnic dancer must do far more than learn a "routine" of exotic steps and gestures, or the dance is empty of all life. The "routine" can be learned in a few hours, the technique of that routine in a few years. But this, too, is not enough. There must be also a knowledge of the peoples, a knowledge which brings understanding and an understanding which brings sympathy.

Record side I

Title: Zapatí Mediva Madule Sengavi
Performer: S. Seetharam
Area: India
Copyright: Columbia (England) 19572
Instruments: Vina, Tablas, Tal
Name of Dance: Naoní nrtta

The dance of North India, though of sacred origin, today is used largely as a form of secular entertainment, performed on garden sward or marble-floor. The complicated foot beats accentuated by ankle bells are the outstanding technique of the dance. In performance male dancers wear the "achkan" (a coat with long wide swinging skirt) and the women wear the "gargari" (a skirt from 16 to 60 yards around the hem). The costume adds great beauty to the many spinning turns. The music is in tintaI (4/4), and gaths (lyric passages) alternated with torahs (rhythmic passages). The style of movement has been much affected by the many invasions from the north, so the austerity characteristic of the Deccan is absent.

Title: Invocational
Area: Madras
Copyright: La Meri-2wo644
Instruments: Tablas, Tal, Drone, Voice
Name of Dance: Alarippu

Alarippu is an invocational dance offered to Lord Siva. It is classic South Indian Bharata natya whose origin is of great antiquity. The choreography is simple, but the movements of neck and shoulders which grace the dance are extremely difficult. It is the most typical dance of the "devadasis" (Temple dancers of the South). The opening passages feature graceful addiyams of the neck answered by rhythmic shoulder movements. As the dance progresses complicated floor-contacts and arm carriage are added. The neck and shoulder movements are repeated together with low squats; and the dance concludes with the opening movement. The music is in dadratal (3/4) with interludes of doubling tempo.

Title: Sahana
Performer: Ta Nagaswami Bhagavatara
Area: Madras (India)
Copyright: Twin 76588 omw386
Instruments: Tamil vocal and Tablas
Name of Dance: Sahana

Like the Alarippu, this dance is a part of the repertoire of the devadas (temple dancer) of classic antiquity. The technique (Bharata natya) is very difficult, featuring a complicated arm carriage, and rhythmic neck, brows and shoulders together with thattadavu (floor contacts) and sthanaka stharam (low squats). This is nrtta (pure dance:...
without pantomime) and Lasya (feminine). The Bharata Natya style has been preserved for many centuries both in palm-leaf manuscripts describing the technique, and in the murals of the Ajanta caves and the bas-reliefs of the Natya-Sabha (Hall of the Dance) in Chidambaram Temple. The music is in Repaka Tala, Chatusra Jati. Area: Burma.

Copyright: Columbia R.E.445

Name of dance: Pwe

The "posture girls" of Burma perform singly or in groups as a pre­logue to the dance-dramas. The Pwe has its origin in the worship of the 37 Nats (Pre-Buddhist Gods) who were served by priestesses rather than priests. The main characteristics of the dance are the deep waist bends, front, side and back; the supple arms and hands, and the gaily smiling faces. Sometimes the posture girl uses a scarf, a parasol, or a fan; but the style of movement remains essentially the same, a style distinctly different from that of the dance drama which in subject-matter, movement and costumes resembles closest that of Si­am. Of all Oriental choreography the Pwe is undoubtedly the gayest and most natural.

Title: Kikuzukushi

Area: Japan

Copyright: Victor 53712

Instruments: Samisen, Kakko and San-No-Tsuzumi

Name of dance: Kikuzukushi

Of folk origin, this dance has been classicized into the Geisha repertoire. It is danced to celebrate the blooming of the Chrysanthemums. The steps are apparently simple, but rigid exactitude renders them difficult. The choreographic effect is obtained by the manipulation of the three large circles (one worn on the head) decorated with varicolored Chrysanthemums. It can be performed as solo or in group. The architectural effect of the long sleeves of the gay kimono adds great beauty to the air design.

Area: Japan

Copyright: Regal 66479-A

Instruments: Samisen and voices

Name of dance: Yako San

The Japanese folk dance consists of simple steps performed in a circle. The feet move in a step-point base punctuated with kneels. Hand claps and waving kimono sleeves enhance the choreography. It is generally danced out of doors to celebrate feast days. Much of the Nihon-Buyo repertoire is a classicalization of such dances as Yako San. The choreography is as follows: starting with right foot; 4 steps forward right, step side; left step back and execute semi-kneel; step left side; right step back with semi-kneel; clap twice; clap once (following music) point back left; step back left; point back right; step back right; repeat da capo; clap twice; clap once: right semi-plunge forward; left joins right; three steps forward (left, right, left); kneel on right; left point back; left step back; right point back; right step back; step forward left and right and bring left to right; repeat from

Record side 2

Title: La Chacarera

Performer: Domingo Aguirre

Area: Republic of Argentina

Copyright: Victor 47125

Instruments: Harp solo

Name of dance: La Chacarera

This is one of the most popular of the Gaucho (cowboy) dances, performed by one or two couples, man and woman circle each other in a set floor pattern while the punctuating "zapateo" (foot beats) is left to the discretion and ability of the performer. The origin of the dance is difficult to place, but Jorge Furt believes it to be Spanish rather than Indian. Danced with Casta­nets, the four dancers begin with a turn en place; they execute a complete circle to the right; en place, the women turn and the men execute - "zapateo". These two figures are re-
Title: Cruz de Mayo
Area: Seville, Spain
Copyright: Folkways
Instruments: Guitar, Castanets
Name of Dance: Sevillanas

The Sevillanas, or Seguidillas Sevillanas, is an offshoot of the Seguidillas Mancheegas. The latter is a dance of La Mancha of Castile which was widely popular during the latter half of the eighteenth century. Spreading south into Andalucia, it changed style somewhat and was renamed the Seguidillas Sevillanas. It is danced by one or two couples, and the choreographic pattern is set. The dance (like the song from which it originally sprung) is divided into "coplas". Each copla is divided into three parts. Each part begins with a step called "Sevillanas" danced with the partners facing each other. The "Sevillanas" step is followed by another step which changes for each section of each "copla", and is performed four times. The couple then execute a "paseo", passing each other to exchange places. This is the first section of one copla. Within this form the steps may change, but each section starts with a "Sevillanas" and ends with a "paseo". The tempo is a fast 6/8, and the castanets are played in lively contra-tambo. The counter line in body and limbs make the dance very beautiful and exciting to watch. It is, actually, a folk dance, as it is known and danced by any and all Sevillians. But it is very difficult of execution, and done by fine artists, it is a choreographic work of art.

Title: El tambor de la alegria
Performer: Grupo de "La Alegria"
Area: Republic of Panama
Copyright: Victor 82493A
Name of Dance: Tamborito

This is the typical dance of Panama. Danced in couples, it is flirtatious and charming. The steps are simple, two-step and chasse being mostly used.

Title: Baya Dance
Performer: Baya Mixed Chorus, Drummers
Area: French Equatorial Africa
Copyright: Folkways
Instruments: Drums, Rattles

This dance takes place in a typical West African setting. West African dances may be for men, or women, or men and women together. In West African tradition there is considerable performance dancing, but dancing is predominantly participative. Group dancing usually takes a circle form, with the participants moving generally counterclockwise. Percussion instruments are virtually indispensable to the African dance, and there is the closest possible coordination between the instruments and the movements. It is felt that the percussion instruments "compel" or "force" the pace and pattern of the movements. In general, African dance postures are low and solid — contrasting, for example, with the Indian and Indonesian dance which is elevated and light. In the African dance, knees are usually slightly bent, and feet solidly planted on the ground.

Accent is usually on movement, and the feet, lower legs, shoulders and arms, excepting in the case of specialized erotic dances in which middle parts of the body are more prominently used. Movements in West African dancing are broad rather than fine. The delicacies of eastern dance, such as the use of hands and fingers, are not commonly seen, but movements are vigorous and strong.